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ABOUT REALTYSOUTH ALABAMA'S LARGEST REAL ESTATE
COMPANY

The success of RealtySouth
has always been fundamental
and is due to the hard work
and dedication of our agents
and staff.
Since 1955, RealtySouth
agents have worked with
generations of families to buy
and sell their homes, which
has made a huge impact in
helping to build communities
across Alabama. Our agents work tirelessly to help their clients achieve the American
dream of home ownership. RealtySouth is Alabama's largest full-service independent
real estate company. Reaching statewide with 21 branch offices supporting an evergrowing agent population of over 800 licensed experts.
Our professional culture offers a supportive, engaging and fun work environment where
we embrace each person as a member of the RealtySouth family. Our administrative
office is located in Birmingham, Alabama, where you will find our active leadership team
and departments consisting of accounting, marketing, training, technology and
relocation.

Why work with a RealtySouth agent?

Exceeding your expectations is our #1 goal. Our professionally trained and licensed agents are
at the heart of our family and we strive to provide them with powerful marketing and
technology tools, superb training, relevant market trends, all to keep them competitive and
strategically prepared to guide their clients to success in the shortest amount of time, with the
greatest return. Our culture is rich with both seasoned agents who have helped generations of
families both buy and sell, and our new agents strive to dive deep into their careers - all loyal
and trusted to guide you through the journey to home. It's proven time and again, that referrals
are an agent's best compliment. This is evident as we have seen our diligent agents work closely
with generations. RealtySouth's brand is trusted in the communities in which they serve and
trusted in the hearts of their agents. That's why hundreds of agents join the largest real estate
company in Alabama - year after year.

WE ARE HERE
FOR YOU

every step of the way.
OUR SUITE OF SERVICES
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We at RealtySouth know making a move is a big life decision.
When it comes to services, we've got you covered!

PREFERRED LENDING SERVICES
PROSPERITY HOME MORTGAGE
Convenience is everything. Our affiliated lender, PHM, works hand-in-hand with your
RealtySouth agents to bring you a totally personalized loan experience. Full time loan
officers are located inside nearly all of our RealtySouth branch offices, across the state.
PHM provides purchase and refinance loan programs including FHA, VA, Conventional,
Renovation and Jumbo financing.

CANOPY TITLE
Canopy Title is recognized as one of the premier title and closing service providers in the
State of Alabama. They provide exceptional customer service from start to finish. Their
Closing Centers are full service real estate and settlement providers and use state of the
art technology to coordinate and schedule closings. Canopy is proud to offer a complete
range of title examination, title insurance, and real estate closing services. In 2017,
Canopy received the Best Practices Certification which is an industry standard for Title
Insurance and Settlement companies.

As a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, RealtySouth is part of the largest agency of
integrated real estate services in the nation. Whether you are buying or selling,
RealtySouth offers a full concierge of services to fulfill all of the needs for home
transactions. Our licensed REALTORS work closely with their clients through
the entire process, utilizing mortgage services, title and insurance, closing
services, and warranties. At RealtySouth, we are Experts at Home.

WE ARE HERE
FOR YOU

every step of the way.
OUR SUITE OF SERVICES
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RELOCATION SERVICES
Working with individuals, families, & workforces of all sizes - it's what
we do best!
RealtySouth Relocation Services Division is a core resource department within
RealtySouth. We have provided relocation assistance to individuals, family units, and
organizations since 1955. Being owned by HomeServices of America, a Berkshire
Hathaway Affiliate, provides us enormous reach and a wealth of resources to support
relocation needs locally, nationally, and across the globe. RealtySouth's mission is to
ensure a service experience second to none, demonstrating a commitment to supportive
assistance in a trusting and caring manner, while upholding strict ethics. RealtySouth
Relocation Services is constantly recognized and awarded nationally for service delivery.

Leading Real Estate Companies of the World (LeadingRE) is the home of the world's
largest market-leading independent residential brokerages in 70 countries. Their byinvitation-only network is based on the unparalleled performance and trusted
relationships that result in exceptional client experiences. RealtySouth is a founding
member within LeadingRE, providing us incredible reach and a connection to trusted
partners across the globe.

Luxury Portfolio International (LPI) is the luxury marketing division of Leading Real Estate
Companies of the World, the largest network of premier locally branded real estate
companies. LPI attracts a global audience and markets approximately 50,000 of the
world's most remarkable homes annually on luxuryportfolio.com. LPI is backed by the
experience of the most well respected and well-known experts in luxury real estate in
markets worldwide. RealtySouth is proud to be a part of this group, that collectively has
decades of experience in the high-end luxury real estate market.

WELCOME HOME
Alabama is divided into 67 counties, consisting of
169 cities and 291 towns, offering a wide variety
of "town and country." No matter the reason for
your move, you will fall in love with Alabama and
all that it has to offer.

SAY

yes

TO

BEAUTIFUL WEATHER
BREATHTAKING SHORELINES
GROWING ECONOMY
DIVERSE FOOD-SCENE
ENDLESSS OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
& MORE!

AL MAJOR CITIES

Birmingham
Ranked #1 in Forbes (2019)
"Most Affordable City in America"
"Most Affordable Places to Raise a Child
Born from the iron and steel industry and now
known as one of the most dynamic
metropolitan areas. Ranks in the Top 40 of U.S.
metropolitan areas for in-migration of young,
single, college-educated professionals. The city
has emerged as a progressive center for
medical research, banking, music, technology,
art, engineering, and higher education. On the
rise as one of the greatest food destinations in
the U.S. with locally owned restaurants serving
traditional southern dishes, elegant finedining, fresh seafood, and so much more.

Montgomery

Huntsville
Known as the Rocket City and the STEM
capital of the country, Huntsville plays an
important role in technology, space, and
defensive advancement driven by the U.S.
Army's Redstone Arsenal, NASA's Marshall
Space Flight Center and Cummings Research
Park, (one of the largest research parks in the
nation). The city is on the rise to becoming one
of the most well educated populations. It is
also home to several Fortune 500 companies.

Auburn
Ranked in Forbes Top 10
"Best Small Cities for Jobs"

Ranked in Forbes Top 20
"Fastest Growing Metropolitan Areas in
the Nation"

Known for it's historic and cultural landmarks
and public events. Has been nationally
recognized for it's new urban-ism projects and
recent revitalization of downtown.

The city has an award-winning school system
and is a Top-10 college town. Auburn
University is one of the largest employers in
the area, offering many dynamic job
opportunities and priding itself on keeping a
tight-knit community.

Tuscaloosa

Mobile

STATE CAPITAL

Known as the center for commerce, industry,
and education in Western Alabama. The
University of Alabama is one of the largest
employers in the area, a leader among public
universities with nationally recognized
programs, facilities, and award-winning
faculty.

Florence

The city is known for its music history but is
also home to several museums, historical sites,
and a bustling downtown-scene. With the
Tennessee River located on the southern
border, there are numerous parks serving
cultural and recreational needs. The major
industries in the area include health care and
education.

A waterfront metropolitan area, home to one
of the largest shipping ports in the nation.
Some of the city's largest industries include
health care and social assistance, retail trade,
and accommodation and food services. The
city is famous for its historical architecture,
delicious seafood and southern restaurants,
and some of the best Mardi Gra celebrations.

Gulf Shores
A coastal city located on the Gulf of Mexico,
known as a resort-community with an everchanging population. Nationally recognized for
its beautiful weather, breathtaking water, and
white beaches the city is a highly popular
vacation destination for people all over the
country.

ALABAMA ECONOMY |
Alabama's targeted business sectors include Aerospace and Aviation, Agricultural Products and Food Production,
Automotive, Bio-science, Chemicals, Forestry Products, and Metal and Advanced Materials. These industries have found
great success in Alabama and have received international attention.
Alabama's foundational business targets include Corporate Operations, Cyber Security, Data Centers, Distribution and
Logistics, Information Technology, and Research and Development. These targets are embedded within various industries,
servicing other sectors the state targets and playing a critical role in the recruitment of those sectors.

Aerospace &
Aviation

Automotive

Agricultural
Products & Food
Production

Bio-Science

Metals &
Advanced
Materials

Forestry
Products

Chemicals

Top 5 state for aerospace engineers
100+ years of aerospace and aviation history
More than 300 aerospace companies with businesses from 30 countries
2nd largest research and technology park in the U.S.
Cummings Research Park
More than $8.4 billion in Department of Defense contract in FY2015
Nearly $2.4 billion in aerospace equipment and parts exported in 2018
More than 200 Tier 1 and 2 automotive suppliers
Transportation equipment is the state's No. 1 export category
Alabama is ranked the No. 3 auto exporting state
Nearly 1 million cars and light trucks produced in 2018
Toyota, Honda, and Hyundai produced about 1.6 million automotive engines in 2018
Exports of Alabama-made vehicles and parts totaled $7.5 billion in 2018
Over 400 production and beverage product establishments
Accounts for over 13% of manufacturing jobs
8.5 million acres of farm land
Food & beverage exports increased from $123 million in 2000 to $276 million in 2018
No. 2 in U.S. freshwater fish sales
No. 3 in U.S. poultry production
No. 3 in U.S. peanut production
780 bio-science companies and 54 medical device companies
Multiple teaching hospitals
$7.3 billion annual economic impact
Southern Research discovered 7 FDA-approved anti-cancer drugs
Alabama Drug Discovery Alliance has 16 potential drugs in pipeline
623 bio-science patents awarded, 2009-2013
NIH Funding totaled $350 million in 2018
1,100 primary metal companies
Home to 3 of the nation's 7 major pipe-makers
Fabricated metal manufacturing exports were valued at $382 million in 2018
Primary metal manufacturing exports were valued at nearly $1.6 billion in 2018

23 million acres of timberland
2nd largest timberland base in the U.S.
2nd largest producer of pulp & paper in the U.S.
$1.3 billion in forest product exports in 2016
No. 7 in lumber production
No. 8 in wood panel production
200+ chemical companies
The state's No. 2 export: $2 billion annually ($2.2 billion in 2016)
Chemical manufacturing contributed $3.8 billion to Alabama's GDP in 2014

ALABAMA WEATHER

CLIMATE
Alabama is located in the south of the U.S. at subtropical latitudes on the coast of
the Gulf of Mexico. The state is exposed to diverse air masses, including warm,
moist air from the Gulf of Mexico and dry continental air masses, which are cold in
the winter and warm in the summer. Thus, Alabama's climate is characterized as
having mild winters, hot and humid summers, and year-round precipitation.

The statewide average annual precipitation is 55.5 inches, with the relatively dry
period being from August to October. Snowfall is infrequent, with an annual average
of only 0.5 inches.
Tornadoes and hurricanes are two of the deadliest weather hazards in the state.
Tornadoes typically occur in the spring and fall, with an estimated 22 tornadoes
touching down each year. On average, Alabama is directly impacted by a hurricane
about once every 6 years.

SUMMER
(JUNE-AUGUST)
Daytime highs of 85F to 95F, regularly exceeding 95F.
Nighttime lows fall at or above 75F.
Time you see the most thunderstorms in the year,
usually late afternoon.

WINTER
(DECEMBER-FEBRUARY)
Daytime highs of 54F to 63F.
Nighttime average low from 30F in the northern portion of state,
to more than 45F along the coast.
Average annual number of nights below freezing is 51 and 61 for
northern portion of state, compared to 15 for along the coast.

Statewide and Local Reports for the
Residential Market and New Construction-

acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/research/reports
The Research Division of the Alabama Center for Real Estate is a resource
for industry stakeholders in both residential and commercial real estate. The
Center engages State-Wide and Nationally with a broad spectrum of
residential and commercial real estate industry organizations.
With regard to residential real estate, the Research Division is a resource to
entities ranging from The Alabama Association of Realtors (AAR) and the
National Association of Realtors (NAR) to the Alabama Housing Authority
and the respective Alabama Home Builders Association.
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PUBLIC UTILITIES
With the deregulation of utilities and surge of third-party suppliers, consumers have an
unprecedented number of choices in utility providers. The following list includes the major
companies that serve the state of Alabama. For specific providers in your community, contact
your municipal clerk- or your county clerk if you reside in an unincorporated area.

WATER, SEWER,
WASTE

ELECTRICITY

NATURAL GAS

Southern Company,
Alabama Power

Spire

800-245-2244
alabamapower.com

800-292-4008
spireenergy.com

OTHER-ALL
SOURCES

MOVER'S GUIDE

Birmingham Water Works
and Sewer Board

U.S. Postal Service

205-244-4000
bwwb.org

Online Information
moversguide.usps.com

Madison Water Board

Huntsville Utilities
256-535-1200
hsvutil.org
Baldwin EMC

Baldwin County
Customer Service
251-989-6247
800-837-3374
baldwinemc.com
Riviera Utilities of
South Baldwin County

Customer Service
Foley,
251-943-5001
Daphne,
251-626-5000
rivierautilities.com
City of Fairhope
Utilities

251-928-8003
fairhopeal.gov

Providers of water, sewer
services, and solid-waste
removal vary within the region's
municipalities. Only the major
providers are listed here. Refer
to the county offices for
unincorporated areas for more
information on utilities.

256-772-0253
madisonutilities.org
Mobile Area Water and
Sewer System

251-694-3100
mawss.com
Tuscaloosa Water-Sewer

205-248-5500
tuscaloosa.com/water
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Good to know

ALABAMA HOSPITALS
Baldwin County1. North Baldwin Infirmary
2. South Baldwin Regional Medical
3. Thomas Hospital
15.

Blount County4. St. Vincents-Blount

16. 17.

Chilton County5. Chilton Medical Center
6. St. Vincents-Chilton

7.
26.

8. 9.
13.
11. 12.
24.
25.

Cullman County7. Cullman Regional

4.

Jefferson County8. Brookwood Baptist Medical Center
9. Childrens Hospital of Alabama
10. Grandview Medical Center
11. Princeton Baptist Medical Center
12. St. Vincents Hospital
13. University of Birmingham Hospital

22.

10.
23.
5.
6.
14.

Lee County14. East AL Medical Center
Lauderdale County15. Medical Associates of Shoals
Madison County16. Huntsville Hospital
17. Huntsville Hospital-Women &
Children

1.
19. 20.
21.
18.
3.

Mobile County18. Mobile Medical
19. Providence Hospital
20. USA Childrens and Womens
21. USA Medical Center
St. Clair County22. St. Vincents-St. Clair

2.

Shelby County23. Shelby Baptist Medical Center
Tuscaloosa County24. DCH Regional Medical Center
25. Northport Medical Center
Walker County26. Walker Baptist Medical Center
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St. Vincents
UAB Hospital
BIRMINGHAM
Ranked #1 in U.S. News and Reports,
"Best Hospitals in Alabama"
Ranked High Performing by
U.S. News and Reports for,
"Cancer"
"Diabetes and Endocrinology"
"Gastroenterology and GI Surgery"
"Geriatrics"
"Neurology and Neurosurgery"
"Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Repair"
"Aortic Valve Surgery"
"Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease"
"Colon Cancer Surgery"
"Heart Bypass Surgery"
"Heart Failure"
"Lung Cancer Surgery"
Nationally ranked High Performing by
U.S. News and Reports for,
"Rheumatology (#10)"
"Nephrology (#18)"
"Ear, Nose, and Throat (#26)"
"Cardiology and Heart Surgery (#32)"
"Pulmonology and Lung Surgery (#40)"
"Gynecology (#47)"

BIRMINGHAM
Ranked #3(tied) by U.S. News and Reports,
"Best Hospitals in Alabama"
Ranked High Performing by
U.S. News and Reports for,
"Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease"
"Hip Replacement"
"Heart Failure"
"Knee Replacement"

Huntsville Hospital
HUNTSVILLE
Ranked #2 in U.S. News and Reports,
"Best Hospitals in Alabama"
Ranked High Performing by
U.S. News and Reports for,
"Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Repair"
"Aortic Valve Surgery"
"Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease"
"Colon Cancer Surgery"
"Heart Bypass Surgery"
"Heart Failure"

Princeton Baptist
BIRMINGHAM
Ranked #3(tied) in U.S. News and Reports,
"Best Hospitals in Alabama"
Ranked High Performing by
U.S. News and Reports for,
"Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease"
"Colon Cancer Surgery"
"Heart Failure"

Mobile Infirmary
MOBILE
Ranked #5 in U.S. News and Reports,
"Best Hospitals in Alabama"
Ranked High Performing by
U.S. News and Reports for,
"Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease"
"Colon Cancer Surgery"
"Heart Failure"

HIGHER EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
HOME OF THE CRIMSON TIDE
Experience the overall excellence of UA's
academic programs, offering bachelor's,
master's and doctoral degrees in nearly 200
degree programs. Professional programs
include law and rural medicine.

AUBURN UNIVERSITY
HOME OF THE TIGERS
Auburn has been ranked in the top-50 public
universities for 23 consecutive years by U.S.
News & World Reporting, offering degree
programs from a total of 13 colleges and
schools. Auburn is among a distinctive body
of institutions designated as land, sea and
space-grant universities.

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
HOME OF THE BLAZERS
UAB is an internationally renowned, public
doctoral research university and academic
health center. UAB offers undergraduate,
graduate and doctoral degrees. Their firstprofessional schools are Dentistry, Medicine
and Optometry.

SAMFORD UNIVERSITY
HOME OF THE BULLDOGS
Samford is the 87th oldest institution of
higher learning in the U.S. and is a globally
engaged teaching and research university
rooted firmly in its vibrant Christian mission.
Alabama's #1 Top Ranked University by The
Wall Street Journal.

BIRMINGHAM-SOUTHERN
HOME OF THE PANTHERS
Small classes and close advising are integral
parts of BSC. Students have a wide range of
majors and programs to choose from,
including traditional majors, preprofessional tracks, and interdisciplinary
studies.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AL
HOME OF THE JAGUARS
USA is a community of leaders and learners
who support and challenge one another
through academic experiences, research and
service that advance the Gulf Coast region
and the world. South encourages creativity
and discovery by linking experiential learning
to real-world applications.

Get Outside

POPULAR HIKING TRAILS
LITTLE RIVER CANYON NATIONAL PRESERVE
FORT PAYNE
15,288 acres and home to a namesake canyon that is one
of the deepest in the Southeast.
The park includes many rare plants, it's highest overlook
at Lookout Mountain, the clear and clean Little River, and
three major waterfalls: DeSoto Falls, Little River Falls,
and Grace's High Falls.
The trails are all shorter than 3-miles and are easy to
moderate but serenely stunning. Popular trails include
the waterfall hikes to Little River Falls, DeSoto Falls, and
the wildflower-rich Beaver Pond Trail. From Little River
Falls you can hike another 3/4 mile down to Hippie Hole,
one of the state's best swimming holes. Dogs are allowed.
CHEAHA STATE PARK
DELTA
Mt. Cheaha, highest point in Alabama at 2,407 ft.
The park boasts a lake, cabins, and chalets that are
popular draws for regional visitors. You can drive to the
mountains peak by paved road punctuated by scenic
overlooks. For an easy way to enjoy unending views of
the surrounding green valley, walk the short Pulpit Rock
or Bald Rock trails, the Bald Rock trail has a boardwalk
that makes the view accessible to wheelchairs and
strollers. Time your hike for sunset or sunrise, when the
valley explodes with color.
Solitude can often be found at the park's campsites and
longer trails. Both seven-mile round-trip sections known
as 'Alabama's link to the Appalachian Trail.' Dogs are
allowed.
TALLADEGA NATIONAL FOREST
BRENT

Situated on the southern edge of the Appalachians and
spanning over 600-sq. miles.
Popular destination for hiking, mountain biking and
primitive camping. While many areas are accessible by
gravel and dirt roads, much of the forest is difficult to
navigate by car, making it popular with 4-wheeler

enthusiasts as well.
The forest contains gentle waterfalls, rippling rivers,
rock bluffs, and rare longleaf pines. Notable hikes
include the moderate, wilflower-stewn Skyway Loop
Trail, and the difficult Porters Gap to Adams Gap
stretch of the Pinhoti Trail, which offers wildlife and
mountain views. For an easier trek, hike just under a
mile to Devil's Den, a popular swimming hole at the
foot of a waterfall. Dogs are allowed.
SIPSEY WILDERNESS
MOUNT HOPE
25,770-acres, the largest wilderness area east of the
Mississippi River. A hiker's paradise.
12 trails span out in every direction, past rivers and
streams, and stands of virgin forest and sandstone
cliffs. The popular beginner-friendly trek is Borden
Creek Trail offering waterfall views.
Other trails are less clearly marked in order to keep the
'wild' in this wilderness. The popular, challenging trek is
the 24-mile Sipsey Wilderness Loop, a difficult circuit
that links several trails to form a route that
encompasses some of the best-known landmarks
including: Big Tree, Alabama's biggest white poplar, &
Ship Rock, a large jutting boulder shaped exactly like
the prow of a ship.
BON SECOUR NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
GULF SHORES
Only 11 square miles, the reserve is small but provides
a quiet escape from nearby crowds.
The refuge was established in 1980 as a sage harbor
for migrating birds, more than 300 species.
The refuge has a handful of short, well-marked trails.
Most popular is the 4-mile round-trip Pine Beach Trail,
this trek crosses the barrier island from the Gulf of
Mexico to Mobile Bay, the saltwater Little Lagoon on
one side and freshwater Gator Lake on the other. An
observation tower allows for stunning views. There is a
shorter trek, the wheelchair-accessible 1-mile Jeff
Friend Loop. No pets are allowed.

POPULAR ALABAMA LAKES

Lake Guntersville

Lake Martin

NORTH ALABAMA

CENTRAL ALABAMA

Largest lake in Alabama.
Surrounded by 6,000 acres of woodlands it is
perfect for hiking, camping, and watching the
burgeoning population of bald eagles that reside
in the area. The lake is well known for it's fishing
and waterskiing. The park area has
campgrounds and cabins to rent, but also has a
broad range of vacation homes that are perfect
for returning to on warm weekends. The town is
small, full of shops, restaurants, and golf.

Enormous lake with about 700 miles of
shoreline. Bass fishing is a popular pastime and
many bass tournaments are held throughout the
year. Crappie, bluegill, and yellow perch are in
abundance as well. Hot-spot recreation area for
swimming, boating, water skiing, and camping.
Home to the popular boaters gathering-spot
Chimney Rock.

Smith Lake
NORTH ALABAMA

Offers almost 300 miles of shoreline and is well
known for its variety of bass as well as its clear
water. The lake has five islands that make
perfect boating destinations. The many boat
ramps and the deep water make this lake a great
place to boat, scuba, and snorkle. Near Lay Lake
is the 392,567-acre Talladega National Forest,
full of canyons, streams, and an abundance of
wildlife.

Lay Lake
CENTRAL ALABAMA

Known for its clear water and being one of the
cleanest lakes in the state. The lake is great for
swimming, boating, fishing, and a variety of other
water sports. The large lake has 20,000 surface
acres of water and is scattered with marinas and
beachy area to relax. Partly bordered by the
largest national forest in Alabama makes it
perfect for hiking and enjoying nature.

Wheeler Lake
NORTH ALABAMA

Second-largest lake in Alabama.
Popular place to go for boating, fishing, and
camping. Wheeler Lake features a beautiful
resort with restaurant and facilities for
meetings and weddings. The lake offers quick
access to the Tennessee River.

Lake Wedowee
CENTRAL ALABAMA

Known for its excellent water quality and its
abundance of bass. The lake has a surface area
of more than 10,000 acres and it is a quiet place
for slow boating and fishing.

Neely Henry Lake
CENTRAL ALABAMA

An 11,200 acre lake with more than 300 miles
of shoreline and plenty of coves to explore.
Swimming, picnicking, fishing, and birdwatching
are all popular activities.

Culture
ART MUSEUMS
BIRMINGHAM MUSEUM OF ART
BIRMINGHAM
With more than 24,000 works of art, the Birmingham
Museum of Art has the largest collection of artwork in
Alabama and one of the largest collections in the southern
United States. Their collection boasts an extensive Asian art
collection, as well as the largest Wedgewood collection
outside England. Highlights of the collection include Albert
Bierstadt's 'Looking Yosemite Valley' and John Singer
Sargent's 'Portrait of Helen Vincent, Viscountess D'Abernon.'
Also, don't miss the well-tended outdoor sculpture garden.
ranked No. 1 in Southern Livings,
"The South's Best Museums"

MONTGOMERY MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
MONTGOMERY
Besides being the capital city of Alabama, Montgomery is also
home to the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts. The MMFA
boasts an impressive collection of American Art as well as the
works of Old Masters such as Rembrandt and Durer. The
MMFA's interactive gallery 'ARTWORKS' attracts more than
160,000 visitors looking to experience the collection in a
more hands-on way.
MOBILE MUSEUM OF ARTS
MOBILE
Founded in 1963, the Mobile Museum of art is the major art
museum of the Mobile area as well as one of the largest art
museums in southern Alabama. A collection highlight is the
Children in Art Collection that includes artwork of children
from the seventeenth-nineteenth centuries.
AL CONTEMPORARY ART CENTER
MOBILE
Located in downtown Mobile, the Alabama Contemporary
Art Center features rotating exhibits ranging from
contemporary photography to interactive installations. The
Center also hosts classes, workshops, and educational
opportunities for beginner to experienced artists.
THE LEGACY MUSEUM
MONTGOMERY
Opened in April 2018, designed with hundreds of six-foot,
corten steel monuments aligned in a structure that sits
above the city of Montgomery, the Equal Justice Initiative
memorial features new sculptures from African and African
American artists that explore an era of slavery, segregation,
and contemporary issues of racial inequality.

Sports
PROFESSIONAL
TEAMS
BIRMINGHAM BARONS
Minor League Baseball
Birmingham
Regions Field
BIRMINGHAM
SQUADROM
Basketball
Birmingham
Legacy Arena
BIRMINGHAM BULLS
Professional Ice Hockey
Pelham
Pelham Civic Complex
HUNTSVILLE HAVOC
Hockey Club
Huntsville
Von Braun Center
ROCKET CITY TRASH
PANDAS
Minor League Baseball
Madison
Toyota Field
MONTGOMERY
BISCUITS
Minor League Baseball
Montgomery
Riverwalk Stadium
AFC MOBILE

Soccer Club
Mobile
Archbiship Lipscomb
Athletic Complex

GolfYEAR-ROUND
COLLEGIATE TEAMS
AUBURN UNIVERSITY
Auburn
Auburn Tigers
BIRMIINGHAM
SOUTHERN
Birmingham
The Panthers

Avid golfers and beginners alike can
enjoy more than 250 fairways to perfect
their swing.
Eleven of the 26 courses on the Robert
Trent Jones Golf Trail are spread out
across Alabama. Challenging yet serene,
these courses allow players to enjoy the
scenery as they are taking in 18 in
Alabama.

MILES COLLEGE
Fairfield
Miles Golden Bears
SAMFORD UNIVERSITY
Birmingham
The Bulldogs
UAB
Birmingham
UAB Blazers
UNIVERSITY OF
ALABAMA
Tuscaloosa
The Crimson Tide
ALABAMA STATE
UNIVERSITY
Montgomery
The Hornets

REGIONS TRADITION TOURNAMENT
GREYSTONE GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB
BIRMINGHAM
Spring, Annually

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH ALABAMA
Mobile
The Jaguars

NASCAR
Stock Car Auto Racing
Talladega
Talladega Superspeedway
THE WORLD GAMES
BIRMINGHAM, JULY 2022
"The 2022 World Games will be the 11th World Games, a
major international multi-sport event, meant for sports, or
disciplines or events within a sport, that were not contested
in the Olympic Games."

Foodies Unite!
THE FOOD SCENE IN ALABAMA IS SOMETHING TO RAVE ABOUT!
While still famous for our southern comfort-food, Alabama has a diverse culinary
scene that has been continually growing, offering something for every food-lover.
Ask your RealtySouth agent for their best recommendations!
Helpful
Links:

MostFamousRestaurantsInAlabama
13RestaurantsInAlabamaYouMustVisit
culturetrip.com/10BestRestaurantsForFineDiningInAlabama
culturetrip.com/10BestRestaurantsAndCafesInAlabama
100_Dishes_to_Eat_Before_You_Die_AL
Alabama_Food

The James
Beard Award
"America's Most
Outstanding
Restaurant 2018"
Highlands Bar and
Grill, Birmingham

2020 Semifinalist:
"Best New Restaurant"
Automatic Seafood
and Oysters,
Birmingham

"Most Outstanding
Pastry Chef 2018"
Highlands Bar and
Grill, Birmingham

2020 Semifinalist:
"Most Outstanding
Hospitality"
Chez Fonfon,
Birmingham

2020 Semifinalist for
the 3rd year in a row:
"Most Outstanding
Bar Program"
Atomic Lounge,
Birmingham

2020 Semifinalists:
"Best Chef"
Fishers Upstairs, Orange Beach
Johnnys, Homewood
Southern National, Mobile
& MANY MORE...

Esquire Magazine,
food and drinks editor
Jeff Gordinier,
"Best New Restaurants
in America, 2019"
Ranked No. 8 (out of 22),
Automatic Seafood and
Oysters, Birmingham

Trip Advisor,
"Top Everyday Eats"
#13, 2021:
Gambinos, Fairhope

Ranked as #1 for World
BBQ Champions
Big Bob Gibsons BBQ,
Decatur

The South's Best
Food Cities
No. 8,
Birmingham
The South's
Best BBQ Joints
No. 4, Dreamland
Bar-B-Que
Tuscaloosa
The South's
Best Chefs
No. 2, Frank Stitt
Highlands Bar and
Grill, Birmingham

"Best Award of Excellent"
& "Most Romantic
Restaurant in AL" 2018:
Cotton Row, Huntsville

"Best Cookies in the Country"
Cookie Fix, Homewood

POPULAR ANNUAL

Festivals & Events
ROCK THE SOUTH
CULLMAN
MAY/JUNE
Popular country music festival that features some
of today's biggest country music singers and
musicians.

NATIONAL SHRIMP FESTIVAL
GULF SHORES
OCTOBER
One of North America's best food and drink
festivals, an absolute must-visit for shrimp-lovers.

MARDI GRAS

HANGOUT MUSIC FESTIVAL
GULF SHORES
MAY
Festival taking place on the public beaches
featuring some of today's top musical acts.

JUBILEE HOT AIR BALLOON CLASSIC
DECATUR
MAY
Unique festival with free admission featuring hot
air balloons, live entertainment, a car show, a
tractor show, arts and crafts, and more.

BELLINGRATH GARDENS CHRISTMAS
MOBILE
DECEMBER
A Gulf Coast tradition, hosting Magic Christmas in
Lights with 1,100 set pieces, 15 scenes, and 3million lights spread throughout it's 65-acre
property. Walking tour.

MOBILE
MONTH OF FEBRUARY
Mobile, AL is the birthplace of America's original
Marid Gras, originating in 1703.
It was revived after the Civil War when citizen, Joe
Cain, led an impromptu parade down city streets.
The city has been doing it ever since, marking the
annual occasion with majestic parades, colorful
floats, and flying moon pies.
The parades include elaborate themed floats
manned by masked mystic societies, mounted
police, and marching bands winding through
downtown and surrounding areas, entertaining
nearly a million people each year.
Mardi Gras is a family-friendly time full of parties,
balls, parades, and revelry. It kicks off on the first
Saturday of February and ends on Fat Tuesday, the
last tuesday in February.

AL DEEP SEA FISHING RODEO
DAUPHIN ISLAND, MOBILE
The largest fishing tournament in the world. The
three-day event attracts over 75,000 spectators.

SLICEFEST
BIRMINGHAM
JUNE
Large block party on popular downtown street with
food and music hosted by Slice Pizza & Brewhouse.

SHOALS FEST
MUSCLE SHOALS
OCTOBER
Popular country music festival that features some of
today's biggest country music singers and musicians.

Travel
SEVEN MAJOR
COMMERCIAL AIRLINES
American Airlines
aa.com
Delta Air Lines
delta.com
Southwest Airlines
southwest.com
United
united.com
Frontier Airlines
ViaAir
Boutique Air

AMTRAK TRAIN
CRESCENT ROUTE MAP
Serving New York, Washington D.C.,
Charlottesville, Greensboro, Charlotte,
Atlanta, Birmingham, New Orleans, and
intermediate stations..

Newark, NJ

92 PUBLIC-USE AIRPORTS
Birmingham International Airport
flybirmingham.com
Huntsville International Airport
huntsville.org
Mobile Regional Airport
mobairport.com

Philadelphia, PA
Baltimore, MD
Alexandria, VA
Culpeper, VA
Lynchburg, VA
Greensboro, NC
Salisbury, NC
Gastonia, NC
Greenville, SC
Toccoa, GA
Atlanta, GA
Birmingham, AL
Meridian, MS
Hattieburg, MS
Slidell, LA

New York, NY
Trenton, NJ
Wilmington, DE
Washington, DC
Manassas, VA
Charlottesville, VA
Danville, VA
High Point, NC
Charlotte, NC
Spartanburg, SC
Clemson, SC
Gainesville, GA
Anniston, AL
Tuscaloosa, AL
Laurel, MS
Picayune, MC
New Orleans, LC

EXPLORE ALABAMA
Below are helpful websites that showcase all that Alabama has to offer
in regards to History, Culture, Attractions, and more.
alabama.travel
visittheusa.com/state/alabama
al.com/entertainment/alabama_bucket_list
iexplore.com/alabama/attractions
scenicdrivesinalabama.com
hometogo.com/alabama/events
alabama_civil_war_trail
visit_OWA

